SUMMARY
Each semester, NYU Washington, DC organizes a week of events, workshops, and opportunities for NYU Washington, DC students to develop and expand their professional competencies.

EXPERIENCES

How To Boil Water- Packing Your Lunch | NYU DC Facebook  Sun., Sep. 22, 11am-12:30pm
- Join the RLA Team via Facebook Live to learn how to plan + pack a healthy lunch for when you’re on the go to work, internship, or volunteering!

Cover Letter & Resume Workshop | Reading Room  Tue., Sep. 24, 4:30-6:00pm
- Meet with William Jones from the NYU Wasserman Center & Peer Gisele Martin
- Learn and discuss how to keep your cover letters and resumes up to date
- Enjoy FOOD and earn 2 Director’s Award Potomacs for attending

Professionalism 101 | Reading Room  Tue., Sep. 24, 9pm-10:15pm
- Learn and discuss tips about dress attire, email etiquette, LinkedIn, and more
- Enjoy SNACKS and earn 2 Director’s Award Potomacs for attending

Cover Letter & Resume Drop-In | RM 214  Wed., Sep. 25, 12:30-1:30pm & 3-4:00pm
- Meet with NYU Global Wasserman Peer Gisele Martin
- Learn and discuss how to keep your cover letters and resumes up to date

Pitching Yourself To Employers  Wed., Sep. 25, 4:45pm-5:45pm
- Learn how to pitch your skills employers + efficient interviewing skills with William Jones
- Enjoy FOOD and earn 2 Director’s Award Potomacs for attending

Head Shots | 3rd floor  Thurs., Sep. 26, 4:15-5:00pm
- Pose for a high-resolution headshot photo to use for your professional profiles

Professional First Impressions Panel  Thurs., Sep. 26, 6:00pm-7:30pm
- Hear directly from HR, PR professionals and recent graduates on how to make a good professional first impressions in person, online and on paper.
- Enjoy SNACKS and earn 2 Director’s Award Potomacs for attending
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